The Abbey Sutton Courtenay
Summer Newsletter August 2018

Welcome...

to our third Newsletter of the year, brought together for you on rotation by the resident community,
this month it is my turn to gather the news of the past quarter and inform you of events arising in
the next.

Reflections by Vicki

Forecasts are predicting the heat is not over for this, ‘the longest Heatwave since 1976’ is set to
continue into the first couple of weeks of August. The Abbey and grounds take the summer heat
seemingly well, though the grass has given its lush green tones to the sun, the kitchen garden has
produced several satisfying crops, from strawberries, rhubarb and poppies in May and June, to
broad beans, mangetout, and artichokes, with the nasturtiums making their annual return to fill the
ground with exploding yellow, orange and green.
Many of our guests staying with us on retreat, appreciate and comment on the delight in the
details, from delicious homemade vegetarian food cooked with love to the care in the cleaning and
the gathering of flowers that brighten each room.
One guest admitted that when she saw a single flower bud in her room before bed, she felt a
little disappointed, she rose in the morning however, to find the flower had opened to greet her with
the light, the deep cadmium of the Californian poppy that opens with the day and closes with the
night. This subtle experience touched her, reminding her that each day offers opportunities for new
insights and personal transformation.

The Past Quarter
Fundraising for Children in Greece
In May, and in collaboration with Helen Stephenson of Mindfulness MK, the Abbey hosted a
fundraising evening for orphanages in Greece.
The Abbey cooks created a sumptuous Greek banquet and the a capella singing group
“Nomos” from the Oxford University Greek society brought authentic Hellenic atmosphere with
their beautiful and haunting music, not to mention their many lively children!
The sold out event raised nearly £900 which will be used to provide such necessities as shoes
and toothbrushes for orphans in the cities of Drama and Kavala.
The evening was such an enjoyable success that we are already planning to repeat it next year.
The children are in need year round however, and if you would like to help please contact
dylan@theabbey.uk.com for details.

Music at the Abbey
The Abbey continues to host some of the finest chamber music and piano recitals to be heard
anywhere. Thanks to our close relationships with a galaxy of superb musicians we are able to
present the music as it was meant to be, deeply shared in beauty and intimacy.
In June we enjoyed three extraodinary piano recitals.
Ingmar Lazar, a very young pianist from France, ravished the audience with a rare combination
of moving sensitivity and astonishing virtuosity.
Alexander Karpaev, music director of London’s Pushkin House and a virtuoso in his own right,
illuminated the Great Hall in a dazzling display of musical fireworks.
Késia Decoté, an innovative Brazilian pianist and dancer, created a unique perfomance
incorporating music and movement, improvisation and experimentation, in collaboration with
cellist Bruno Guastalla and dancer Joëlle Pappas. Proceeds from the latter recital were donated to
Host Abingdon in recognition of Refugee Week, while all other concert proceeds support the Abbey,
thanks to the generosity of the artists. We are grateful to them, to Trish Lyth for the long term loan
of her beautiful Steinway piano and of course to our loyal audience members.

Our next scheduled concerts:
2 September - Oxford Chamber Music Festival fundraiser with Sheku Kanneh-Mason
9 October - Mary Hofman and Richard Ormrod - Beethoven violin sonatas
Concerts are often scheduled at short notice and details can be found on the Abbey’s website as they
arise. To keep informed of the latest musical events subscribe to the Music at the Abbey mailing list
by emailing dylan@theabbey.uk.com

Family Gathering

by Dylan

On Sunday June 3rd I experienced first hand how marvellous the Great Hall is for a party!
I had invited family and friends to join me in a celebratory lunch for a 'significant' birthday.
My daughters and their friends made a splendid job of decorating with balloons and bunting, table
runners, confetti and flowers. A riot of colour.
Dylan and Charlotte provided really delicious buffet lunch goodies and Vicki surprised me
with a cake in the shape of giant blue spectacles (like the ones I wear).
The sun shone and everyone got to enjoy the garden as well as the Hall. It really is a very
special place for a gathering.
I felt truly spoilt and blessed with so much warmth and kindness from the many people in my
life which now includes the Abbey community.
I recently came across these words from a modern hymn:

Come and find the quiet centre
in the crowded life we lead,
find the room for hope to enter,
find the space where we are freed:
clear the chaos and the clutter,
clear our eyes, that we can see
all the things that really matter,
be at peace, and simply be.
This, to me is the invitation that The Abbey sends out.

by Jackie

Refugee Week - Fundraising Events
The Abbey hosted two fundraising events during Refugee Week, raising over £300 for three charities
whose work directly supports the lives of refugees in the U.K; Host Abingdon, The Red Cross and
The Oxford Kurdish and Syrian Association (OKSA).
The first event, as described above, was an evening of exquisite music and contemporary dance
performed by Késia Decoté, Joëlle Pappas and Bruno Guastalla, with members of the audience
travelling from London especially to witness the talented trio.
The second event curated by The Abbey aimed to encourage community connection, participation
and cross-cultural understanding. It was a long evening with four different acts contributing. Firstly,
an informative talk given by John Elo from OKSA, discussing the impact of historical political
decisions on today’s refugee crisis and outlining the valuable resources offered by OKSA, to help
local refugees settle in the local community. We then experienced the lively debut performance of
‘Open Hearted Singers’, The Abbey’s community choir, led by natural voice practitioner Emily
Marshall. It was a joyous performance that included a song celebrating women’s suffrage. After the
break we heard from saz playing Adnan Mustafa, a tailor by day an exceptional musician by night,
with much feet tapping and head nodding it was tempting to have him continue playing for the
rest of the evening, but it was time for Finnish Artist, Musician, Heidi Kilpeläinen, who talked us
through the concept and creation of ‘Tango Therapy’, a film and performance based art project set in
war invalids homes and Refugee centres in Finland. The evening ended with Heidi
demonstrating her powerful performances by singing Finnish Tango songs, to one audience
member at a time, opening the way for the individuals to participate and sing back to her in return.
With goose bumps and lumps in throats for those of us witnessing melody crossing boundaries as
individuals from assorted cultures connected through song. The Abbey wishes to thank Theresa and
Simon for their presence representing The Red Cross during the event, and all those who
participated and attended this exceptional, educational and inspirational evening.

Looking forward to the next Quarter
Sunday 26th August 3pm to 6pm

Please RSVP to Wendy admin@theabbey.uk.com
by Friday 24th so we know how much cake to bake.

September 20th 7.30pm to 9.30pm
Equinox Singing with Marguerite
“As the earth turns and we in the northern hemisphere tilt away from the sun, we will welcome and
honour the autumn equinox. Through song and a gentle dance we will contemplate turning; turning
within to the inner light, turning towards the gifts of longer nights and increasing darkness, turning
towards the stars and the moon and reflected light. Wheresoever you turn, there is the face of the
Beloved.

October 19th 7pm to 9pm
Founders Memorial Lecture Dave Darby
from Lowimpact.org

Dave Darby is co-founder of a workers’ co-op that runs Lowimpact.org, which helps people live
more sustainably, and NonCorporate.org, which helps people say goodbye to multinational
corporations. Fred Blum promoted economic democracy – with the Scott Bader Commonwealth,
amongst others. He favoured an economy that was neither capitalist nor communist, but was based
on co-operation in communities. This economy is being built, by good people working in
community energy, community-supported agriculture, workers’ co-ops, housing co-ops,
community land trusts, Linux and free & open-source software, credit unions, independent media
and soon, platform co-ops. It’s called the ‘Solidarity Economy’, and crucially, includes
self-employment. It’s a free market – freer than our current neoliberal economy, which should satisfy
the right; but it’s non-exploitative – you don’t get rewarded for anyone else’s work but your own,
which should satisfy the left. Also, there’s no requirement for the economy to perpetually grow to
maximise returns for shareholders, which should satisfy greens.
The corporate sector seems unassailable – they have powerful weapons: money; ownership of the
media; the lobby industry; political donations; jobs for politicians; the advertising industry;
sweatshops; scale; loss leaders; tax avoidance and, well, real weapons. But we have a secret weapon
that they can never have – solidarity. People who have it are key to growing this new economy. Next
will come people who would like to live in safer, happier, more vibrant communities, and finally
people who are motivated only by prices. The Solidarity Economy is growing in the cracks in
capitalism in the same way that capitalism grew in the cracks in feudalism. No-one would have
believed then that money-lenders and itinerant merchants would rise to take over from monarchs
and the church. But they did; and the Solidarity Economy will rise too – as it must if we are to have a
sustainable society. There is by definition no future for a society that is not sustainable.

Tickets by Donation. To reserve a seat contact Wendy admin@theabbey.uk.com

Ongoing Events
Monthly Meditation

Craft & Cake

Open Hearted Singers

First Sunday of the
Month

Fortnightly

Fortnightly

8th & 22nd August
5th & 19th September
3rd & 17th & 31st
October

Last session of singing
for the Summer
Tuesday 7th
August.

5th August
2nd September
7th October

House
Last quarter we were able to report that much overdue renovations on our bathing facilities in the
Abbey Annex have begun with the replacement of the shower unit in White Chestnut.
We are excited to report that the next bathroom to be ripped out and remodelled is the left hand
shared bathroom.
We can’t emphasize the importance of this work enough, we have reams of feedback forms from the
last several years, all with high praise for the Abbey, the atmosphere, the welcome and the
exceptional food, but all are in agreement that the bathing facilities are left wanting.
Once this phase of work is complete (over the next 18 months or so), we can be confident that The
Abbey will meet even the highest of expectations.

Isn’t it funny how day by day
nothing changes, but when you
look back, everything is different.
C.S.Lewis

Garden
After a very strange Spring which felt late & cool, parts of the Abbey grounds are currently showing
more resemblance to the Spanish steppes than an English garden. We are watering thoroughly and
keeping a close eye on recent plantings that look especially thirsty.
I added to the planting made by Vicki Feigl (previous community member) underneath the Birch
tree near the main house kitchen door. It was her wish to have a herb bed here so I have added
Bronze Fennel, Curry plants, various Thymes and Marjoram.
I’m pleased to tell you of a lovely Japanese Maple planted last month that was donated to the Abbey
by Christina, a regular retreatant, in memory of her mother. The dark red/purple leaves are beautiful
and I’m looking forward to seeing how it changes in the Autumn.
One very positive result of the heat has been the flourishing of the lavenders that Dylan planted in
the main house car park.
They are being visited by many bees, including those from hives that have been brought to the little
orchard by Dave, one of the Shed Men. Delightful to have bee hives here again, I hope they are
enjoying their new home as much as I’m relishing seeing & hearing them.

by Debbie

Shed Oxford and The Abbey
join in Big Green Week for the first time

Mike Moon,
chairman,
demonstrating
newly acquired
woodworking
skills and selling
hand-made
lamps.
With the aim of raising the profile of both The Abbey and Shed Oxford in our closest city, we
launched our involvement in Green Week by jointly manning a stall at Oxford’s Big Green Day Out
in June. A couple of weeks later we threw open our doors during the county’s annual Green Week,
inviting visitors to come and discover this secret oasis just off the A34 and to learn more about our
work and aspirations for the future. It also created an opportunity for Shed Oxford to set out their
wares and attract new members.
The Big Green Day Out brings people together from across the broad church of sustainability groups
in Oxfordshire and a great turn out from a switched on public meant a busy, talkative day. With the
ethos of the Shed to reduce, reuse and recycle and the Abbey to offer rest, retreat and renewal to our
guests we were assured of lots of interest at the Open Day.
Several new faces turned up to the
Shed and shared a picnic of
Charlotte’s poppy seed biscuits and
baklava from the Abbey kitchen and
Smelia’s Serbian doughnuts served
with Dylan’s mulberry jam from the
Abbey’s tree. Linda led four tours of
the Abbey telling visitors about the
building’s history, our recent energy
efficiency work and plans for
restoration of the Abbey roof.

We hope that next year we can build on the success of this first outing and further showcase our efforts to make our site more energy efficient and productive. Our partnership with Shed Oxford, who
help us maintain our estate in exchange for a base for the Club, has great potential to build our links
with skilled craftspeople in the local village and surrounds enabling us to put more of our aspirations
for the buildings and grounds into practice.

Here Shed Members finalise the greenhouse refurbishment.
Building community in this way can be a slow and circuitous journey but one which our founders
held in high regard.
And it’s only by working and creating together that we learn afresh just how to do it!
To find out more please contact: linda@theabbey.uk.com

Thank You...

To all our highly valued volunteers, from international wwoofers, and helpxers, to Shed Oxford, local
individuals and council members, whose hard work, positive attitudes, generosity and diversity,
contribute not only to the physical needs of The Abbey‘s building and business, but continue to
nourish and strengthen the spiritual development of all those who pass through this sacred space.

Call out for local volunteers...

Could you spare a few hours to help out at The Abbey ?
We are looking for people who could commit a few hours of voluntary work
each week and/or individuals we could call upon from time-to-time
to help out on specific occasions. The work would include anything from gardening to
cleaning, washing-up and general support around events and residential groups.
The Abbey is set in four acres of lawns and woodland, we have an orchard and a walled kitchen
garden, all of which need ongoing care and attention.
In return, we will provide a vegetarian lunch and plenty of tea and biscuits.
For volunteers able to make a regular/ongoing commitment, we can also offer free
entry to Abbey programme events and Rest & Renewal Retreats.
For more details, please phone Wendy: 01235 847 401
or email: admin@theabbey.uk.com
If you can’t volunteer with us perhaps you could boost our ratings by leaving us positive reviews:
Like us on FACEBOOK and leave us a review
Follow us on INSTAGRAM
Review us on GOOGLE

